








Coach(es) Strengths:18 responses

Very knowledgeable of the game

Knew a lot about the game a did a great job teaching us about the game and making it easy for us to

understand. Very nice they got a long with everyone.

I appreciated the coaches responsiveness to my emails and the fact that you were very supportive of

other athletic commitments

Knowledge/skill/passion

Great knowledge of lacrosse. Very well organized and enthusiastic about the sport.

Knowledgeable about Lacrosse & nice

Extremely knowledgeable
Friendly
Motivating

Adaptability - Created online training quickly when social distancing/Covid

Approachable. Help players push beyond their limits.

Explaining drills and plays

Knowledge and interaction with the players

Chet was passionate about the sport and developing the kids.

Ability to break down complex plays to make it understandable for the athletes was fantastic

Not enough time around the coaches to properly assess.

knowledge of the subject, gives strong feedback, willingness to teach



Areas Coach(es) Can Improve:8 responses

N/a

How they explain/difficult to understand at times

Honestly couldn’t ask for better. No fault of theirs that in person training cancelled.

The webinars were a good thought considering the situation but they just can't replace actual floor

time.

More homework for the kids to practice at home

Not enough time around the coaches to properly assess.

can’t think of any

General Comments:12 responses

Our son found it hard to stay interested in the online program.

Really liked going every week it was very fun and I felt that I improved a lot

I want to express my sincere appreciation for the efforts made during Covid. It is not an easy

moment in time for lacrosse.

Very fun for the time it lasted

Helped me become a better player and increase the love of the game.

Unfortunately COVID-19 interrupted the sessions and brought it to a stop. Otherwise it would have

been an awesome start to the season and help the players to be ready and better.

Chet was able to make these sessions both interesting and engaging for the players. My son learned

and understood why some of these plays are necessary during a game. Overall great sessions and

well organized

When program pivoted due to COVID-19, you should have offered refunds to those that do not benefit

from 'class room' style learning. My son is more of a kinesthetic and visual learner ... the class room

approach does not appeal to him - he struggled to sit through the zoom meeting. For this reason, it

was a bit disappointing that other alternatives were not available. Do not get me wrong, classroom

learning has its place - great compliment for reviewing and discussing fundamentals -- however, it

must be accompanied with on-floor or in-game situations.

enjoyed the program felt like i learned valuable info



Suggestions on how you think we can improve our programs:7 responses

More team building between cities

Bring in more pro/experienced players to join/lead practices.
Larger gym space/better facilities
Earlier Zoom meetings (7pm)

When the pandemic ends my kids would love more opportunities like this to participate in.

More items for goalies!

More practice plans the kids can use on their own at home.

If the program delivery is changed mid-stream, you need to assess how the program will change, the

impact on the players ability to learn and provide alternatives to parents. I would suggest a discount

with regards to the training program with Forgies ... This would have been an immediate savings to

the program, any additional cost for hosting the zoom sessions would have been covered by the

cancelled gym rentals / coaches travel / etc. So, I am not sure where the money for the forgies

training was spent?

not sure




